F.D.R.'s War Plans

GOAL IS 10 MILLION ARMED MEN; HALF TO FIGHT IN AEF

Proposes Land Drive by July 1, 1943, to Smash Nazis; President Told of Equipment Shortage.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Dec. 3—Confidential report prepared by the secret military panel of high governmental officials of President Roosevelt calls for American expdiitionary forces aggregating 5,000,000 men for a final hard offensive against the Axis. It stipulates total armed forces of 10,000,000 men.

One of the few existing reports of this astounding document which represents divisions and commitments affecting the decisive phases around the civilized world became available to the Tribune today.

July 1, 1943, is fixed as the date for the beginning of the final drive by American armed forces to defeat the enemy, it is said.
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